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Abstract: Knowledge of temperature variation within and across beach-nesting bird habitat, and how
such variation may affect the nesting success and survival of these species, is currently lacking.
This type of data is furthermore needed to refine predictions of population changes due to climate
change, identify important breeding habitat, and guide habitat restoration efforts. Thermal imagery
collected with unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) provides a potential approach to fill current knowledge
gaps and accomplish these goals. Our research outlines a novel methodology for collecting and
implementing active thermal ground control points (GCPs) and assess the accuracy of the resulting
imagery using an off-the-shelf commercial fixed-wing UAV that allows for the reconstruction of
thermal landscapes at high spatial, temporal, and radiometric resolutions. Additionally, we observed
and documented the behavioral responses of beach-nesting birds to UAV flights and modifications
made to flight plans or the physical appearance of the UAV to minimize disturbance. We found strong
evidence that flying on cloudless days and using sky-blue camouflage greatly reduced disturbance
to nesting birds. The incorporation of the novel active thermal GCPs into the processing workflow
increased image spatial accuracy an average of 12 m horizontally (mean root mean square error of
checkpoints in imagery with and without GCPs was 0.59 m and 23.75 m, respectively). The final
thermal indices generated had a ground sampling distance of 25.10 cm and a thermal accuracy of less
than 1 ◦ C. This practical approach to collecting highly accurate thermal data for beach-nesting bird
habitat while avoiding disturbance is a crucial step towards the continued monitoring and modeling
of beach-nesting birds and their habitat.
Keywords: thermal imagery; thermal GCPs; unmanned aerial vehicles; UAVs; habitat imagery;
remote sensing; wildlife; colonial nesting waterbirds; anthropogenic disturbance

1. Introduction
Recently, the use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) has increased across many scientific disciplines,
and rapidly so among the fields of environmental biology, conservation, and ecology. The proliferation of
this technology has been driven in part by the relatively low cost of the systems, small size, ability to
carry various imaging and non-imaging payloads, and ability to monitor environments or phenomena
in a timely and responsive manner [1]. The ability of small UAVs to collect imagery and data at high
spatial and temporal resolutions has led to the popularization of this tool for a multitude of environmental
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applications, including land cover and vegetation mapping [2], soil erosion [3], invasive species detection
and monitoring [4], and wildlife research and management [5].
Within the context of wildlife research, UAVs have proven to be efficient tools for evaluating wildlife
behavior [6,7], abundance [8–15], and habitat [16,17]. Habitat evaluation may be done using visible
spectrum cameras to classify habitat by land cover type [16] or through analysis of light detection and
ranging (LiDAR) data to examine not only spatial extent of habitat type, but also information on vertical
components of the habitat, such as tree height [17]. One potential benefit of using UAVs in wildlife
studies is the reduction in disturbances to wildlife caused by the presence of human observers [18–20]
or other traditional survey methods such as manned aircraft [21]. However, UAVs themselves have
been shown to be a source of disturbance to many types of animals; thus, the number of scientific
studies that specifically evaluate the effects of UAVs on both terrestrial [22–24] and aquatic [5,25,26]
target species has increased in recent years. The majority of studies that evaluate the effects of UAVs
on wildlife involve observing behavioral responses from video footage obtained by the UAV [26,27],
video obtained by a standard camera [13,23,28], direct observations in the wild [13,14,23,29–31], or by
measuring nesting success [32]. A few studies have also measured physiological responses to UAV
activity, such as changes in heart rate [27,33], and considered the aural capacity of the target species in
evaluating the response to the UAV [24,33]. These studies have considered responses to specific features
or characteristics of the flight plan or of the UAV itself, including launch distance [23], distance of
the UAV from target species while in flight [25,29,32], flight angle or movement [26,31], speed [31],
flight altitude [18,23,25,26,28,30], exposure frequency [32,33], color [31], and noise level emitted from
the UAV [18,33].
Research that can lead to specific recommendations for using UAVs near target species is
fundamental to ensuring continued and responsible use of UAVs in wildlife studies. This is especially
true for species of conservation concern, such as many species of waterbirds that nest in colonies [20,34].
Short-term or repeated anthropogenic disturbances are known to cause negative impacts on colonial
nesting waterbirds. Anthropogenic disturbance can cause these birds to flush (i.e., leave their
nests) and increase time spent away from the nest, which can lead to nest predation, overheating,
decreases in parental care, or in more extreme cases, complete abandonment of eggs, young, or nesting
habitat [35–39]. Therefore, developing methods to study nesting birds and their habitat without
causing disturbance remains a top priority for waterbird biologists and conservation managers.
A rapidly expanding area of research in avian biology seeks to understand how high temperatures
affect survival and reproductive success in order to predict population persistence. Recent heatwaves
have caused widespread mortality in birds [40], and heat-related mortality is predicted to locally
extinguish bird populations in the southwestern United States [41] and southern Africa [42] in response
to continued climate change. Nearly all of North America’s bird species are expected to experience
increased extreme heat events in the future, which contributes to predictions that two-thirds of North
American birds are at increased risk of extinction as a result of climate change [43]. Colonial waterbirds
that nest on beaches may be particularly susceptible to the effects of high temperatures: many species
nest directly on the beach, where they are fully exposed to full sun and high temperatures [36,44].
We still know little, however, about how temperature varies within and across bird habitats at fine
spatial scales, and how such variation might influence birds; this information could allow us to refine
predictions of population changes in the face of climate change, identify valuable breeding locations,
and plan habitat restoration. Thermal imagery from a UAV provides a potential approach to describe
temperature variation across the landscape and accomplish these important goals.
In thermal remote sensing, radiation emitted from surface objects in the region of 3 to 35 µm on
the electromagnetic spectrum is measured to estimate radiant (or actual) temperature. The amount
of energy radiated is dependent on the object’s emissivity and kinetic temperature. Emissivity is the
emitting ability of a real material compared to that of a black body (a theoretical object that absorbs
and then emits all incident energy at all wavelengths). Kinetic temperature is the surface temperature
of an object and is a measure of the amount of heat energy contained in it. Measured temperatures can
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be influenced by environmental factors such as air temperature or humidity; data is also influenced by
the time of day it is collected due to differential thermal heating [45]. Because the spatial resolution of
thermal data is often coarser than other imagery types (visible spectrum or multispectral), the ability
to register it to other data can be a challenge due to the unacceptable transformations that may result
if reliable control points cannot be identified [45], though this approach is commonly employed.
Therefore, alternative approaches of image registration and co-registration must be developed.
With UAV imagery specifically, locational accuracy is extremely important when imaging small
features to ensure that the feature is placed within the correct pixel. Alternative processing workflows
exist, such as that described by Wakeford et al., where both visible spectrum (RGB) and thermal
imagery were collected and processed using common natural markers as ground control points
(GCPs) before overlaying the thermal texture on the RGB point cloud [46]. However, in many cases,
natural markers may not have sufficient contrast to be apparent during processing, or in homogenous
landscapes may not be present to begin with. Additionally, the use of commercially available GCPs
referenced to very-high-accuracy spatial coordinates is common for visible RGB and multispectral
imagery, but much less so for thermal imagery, mostly due to the fact that thermal cameras cannot “see”
standard GCP targets as can other sensor types. Within the field of thermography, alternative “passive”
GCPs, or GCPs made from materials with different emissivity than the surrounding environment,
have been used, including aluminum targets [47–51], as well as gray tarp [52], black polypropelyne [48],
and wood panels painted gray [53]. Less commonly utilized in thermal data collection with UAVs
are “active” GCPs, or GCPs that are warmed or cooled to a temperature that is different than the
background temperature.
When conducting UAV surveys where wildlife is present, tradeoffs between the desired final
product and disturbance of the target species are made when lower altitude UAV flights are required
to achieve a specific ground sample size and that altitude is likely to cause a disturbance. This is
especially true when the features being imaged are very small, such as the nests of some species of
shore-nesting birds, because the imagery must be collected at an altitude that can resolve the features
of interest in final products [54]. In other words, the pixel size of the final product must be able to
capture the target feature within a certain minimum size, otherwise the resulting pixel will be a blend
of the target feature and any other features within that pixel [54].
In this study, we conduct a series of flights above a beach-nesting bird colony using an off-the-shelf
commercial fixed-wing UAV in order to collect high resolution location and thermal landscape data in
support of habitat monitoring and modeling. The research focuses on the least tern (Sternula antillarum),
which is found in North, Central, and South America, is listed as a species of conservation concern
in several states in the USA, and is listed as federally endangered in the interior USA and California.
The research discussed here was the initial phase within a project that will assess the influence of
habitat surface temperatures on bird nesting location and success. The specific objectives of the
work reported here were to (1) observe and document the behavior of beach-nesting birds to UAV
flights and modifications made to flight plans or physical modifications to the UAV in order to
minimize disturbance; and (2) assess the quality of the derived imagery products by assessing the
spatial accuracy of both RGB and thermal imagery and the temperature accuracy of thermal imagery,
both important prerequisites for bird habitat mapping and modeling. Specifically, given the extremely
small spatial footprint of individual least tern nests (7 to 10 cm), it was important to collect both highly
detailed and highly accurate nest locations as well as thermal imagery in order to effectively match the
fine-grain levels of both datasets while ensuring habitat and population disturbance minimization.
As such, we structure this paper into two sections: one that details the necessary strategies to minimize
population disturbance and a second that details the imagery accuracy considerations necessary to
obtain highly accurate thermal data that matches the spatial footprint of nest locations.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1.
Study Area
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2.2. Mission Planning Considerations
We conducted a series of five test flights using a senseFly eBee plus (hereafter referred to as
eBee) fixed-wing drone to assess the impacts of the UAV on disturbance of least tern and other species
of colonial beach-nesting birds, as well as to thermally image the nesting habitat to ultimately
understand the influence of beach thermal landscapes and other environmental variables on nesting
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2.2. Mission Planning Considerations
We conducted a series of five test flights using a senseFly eBee plus (hereafter referred to as eBee)
fixed-wing drone to assess the impacts of the UAV on disturbance of least tern and other species of
colonial beach-nesting birds, as well as to thermally image the nesting habitat to ultimately understand
the influence of beach thermal landscapes and other environmental variables on nesting location and
success (Figure 2, Table 1). The eBee features an interchangeable sensor housing and can accommodate
a variety of sensor types, including visible wavelengths (RGB), multispectral, and thermal. For this
study, both the senseFly thermoMap thermal sensor and the S.O.D.A. RGB sensor were utilized.
The thermoMap features a 0.3 megapixel sensor recording infrared wavelengths from 7500–13,500 nm,
with a sensor resolution of 0.1 ◦ C. The sensor performs a radiometric calibration automatically in-flight
and collects images in timelapse mode at a rate of 7.5 images per second [48]. The S.O.D.A. camera
has a 20 megapixel sensor, global shutter, and collects RGB imagery simultaneously on a single
CMOS (complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor sensor) [48]. We used the senseFly eMotion flight
planning and mission implementation software for all phases of planning and data collection (v. 3.5.0,
senseFly, 2019). For all flights, we selected a launch/landing location at least 350 m northeast outside of
the nesting area (Figure 2). Flight blocks were designed so that the nesting area was imaged in as few
passes as possible to minimize potential chances of causing disturbances. Additionally, we designed
flight blocks so that all UAV in-flight turns were taken outside the study area to minimize changes in
movement that would be observable to the colony. The mission was designed so that the first waypoint
was outside of the boundaries of the colony and so that upon reaching the first waypoint, the UAV
would circle for at least 30 to 60 s so that the UAV was observable to the birds before entering the
airspace over the colony.
Because the eBee is shaped similarly to a predatory bird, it might be mistaken as such when it is
in flight, and this fact was immediately evident during our very first flights, which led to widespread
colony flushing. As such, we determined that modifications to the UAV had to be made in order for
the project to be continued, and we then assessed the response of the birds to the unmodified UAV
as well as multiple physical modifications to its color, including the use of dazzle camouflage and
painting the underside of the UAV (Figure 3). Dazzle camouflage was created using a combination of
blue painter’s tape and light blue cardstock paper to break up the solid black color. The solid sky-blue
camouflage was created by taping paper to the underside of the eBee and painting it with light blue paint.
Because no modifications were made to the weight balance, sensors, or engineering characteristics of
the UAV, these cosmetic modifications do not violate Federal Aviation Administration Part 107 Rules
and Regulations [57]. However, laws governing UAV operations may vary by country, thus researchers
should familiarize themselves with pertinent laws to ensure legal compliance. Additionally, violation of
UAV manufacturers’ warranties or insurance policies should be considered in conducing these types
of experiments. We did not assess impacts of UAV noise on the colony due to lack of data relating to
noise levels of the eBee or aural capacities of the bird species within the colony.
Table 1. Flight mission data from Flights 1 through 5 using senseFly eBee plus with thermoMap or
S.O.D.A. sensors. See Figure 2 for visualization of flight plans.
Flight

Sensor

Altitude
(m AED)

Estimated GSD
(cm/px)

Longitudinal
Overlap (%)

Latitudinal
Overlap (%)

Estimated
Duration (mm:ss)

1
2
3
3
4
4
5

thermoMap
thermoMap
thermoMap
S.O.D.A.
thermoMap
S.O.D.A
thermoMap

85
116
116
119
116
119
116

16.0
22.0
16.0
2.80
16.0
2.80
16.0

90
90
90
60
90
60
90

80
80
80
70
80
70
80

13:46
10:48
10:48
08:12
10:48
08:12
10:36

least 350 m northeast outside of the nesting area (Figure 2). Flight blocks were designed so that the
nesting area was imaged in as few passes as possible to minimize potential chances of causing
disturbances. Additionally, we designed flight blocks so that all UAV in-flight turns were taken
outside the study area to minimize changes in movement that would be observable to the colony.
The mission was designed so that the first waypoint was outside of the boundaries of the colony and
Dronesso
2020,
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the UAV was observable to the birds before entering the airspace over the colony.
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Because the eBee is shaped similarly to a predatory bird, it might be mistaken as such when it is
in flight, and this fact was immediately evident during our very first flights, which led to widespread
colony flushing. As such, we determined that modifications to the UAV had to be made in order for
the project to be continued, and we then assessed the response of the birds to the unmodified UAV
as well as multiple physical modifications to its color, including the use of dazzle camouflage and
painting the underside of the UAV (Figure 3). Dazzle camouflage was created using a combination
of blue painter’s tape and light blue cardstock paper to break up the solid black color. The solid skyblue camouflage was created by taping paper to the underside of the eBee and painting it with light
blue paint. Because no modifications were made to the weight balance, sensors, or engineering
characteristics of the UAV, these cosmetic modifications do not violate Federal Aviation
Administration Part 107 Rules and Regulations [57]. However, laws governing UAV operations may
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2.3. Imagery Collection and Accuracy Assessment
Accurate geolocation of imagery was of the utmost importance for this project, because least tern
nests are only about 7 to 10 cm in diameter (Figure 1D), while the expected ground sample distance
(GSD) of the thermal imagery ranged from 16 to 22 cm/px based on flight height (Table 1). If the thermal
imagery were not geolocated with high accuracy, this could mean that a nest point could be placed in
an incorrect pixel (therefore matching nest points with incorrect thermal ranges). It was necessary to
align the thermal imagery to ground control points (GCPs) collected with RTK and implement the
GCPs in the imagery processing workflow for multiple reasons, including: (1) the thermoMap sensor
is incompatible with both RTK and PPK (post-processing kinematics); and (2) the thermoMap does not
simultaneously collect RGB imagery by which to georeference the thermal imagery as other commercial
thermal sensors do (e.g., FLIR). However, it would also be possible to georeference thermal imagery by
first conducting an RGB flight using RTK or PPK, then performing a thermal flight using the same
eMotion flight plan. After processing the RGB flight and thermal flight, the thermal orthoimage could
be co-registered to the RGB orthoimage. We chose not to utilize this methodology, as we could not be
certain that two flights could be conducted during each survey if disturbance of the bird populations
were observed during a flight, in addition to the lack of natural GCPs available in the study area.
Nest points, points for fence posts marking the boundary of the colony, and thermal GCP locations
were collected using a survey grade RTK system that has a horizontal accuracy of +/− 1 cm and
vertical accuracy of +/− 2 cm. The equipment includes a Trimble R8 GNSS receiver, TSC2 survey
controller, and jet pack MiFi modem. Because there are no industry standard thermal GCPs (such as
the colored tiles or targets used for RGB imagery) that exist and are able to be detected by thermal
sensors, and because other materials, such as aluminum, may not be distinguishable enough in this
environment, we propose one of the first known use cases of an active thermal GCP in a thermal UAV
collection and processing workflow. As the thermal sensor cannot “see” visible wavelengths as an
RGB or multispectral sensor can, we created an active thermal GCP by placing a bag of ice on top of
standard GCP tiles (Figure 4). The temperature contrast between the hot sand and cold ice is easily
distinguishable in thermal imagery and serves as a cost-effective and easy-to-implement solution to
accurately geolocate thermal UAV imagery. For each flight, we collected active thermal GCPs at three
locations along the beach side of the study area. The placement of GCPs was limited to the beach side
outside the extent of the colony due to restrictions on entering the colony or other sensitive areas such
as the marsh habitats or sand dunes (Figure 1).
During Flight 4, we collected thermal imagery with the senseFly thermoMap to assess the
effect of using GCPs vs. not using GCPs in the processing workflow on accuracy of point locations.
Additional GCPs and checkpoints were subsequently incorporated into the thermal processing
workflow using point data collected at the fence posts marking the boundaries of the colony to achieve
higher spatial accuracy (the point was collected at the base of the post). The fence posts are highly
visible in the RGB imagery, and much less so in the thermal imagery; however, the fence post locations
were used to locate groupings of pixels that were of sufficient uniqueness and clarity to be identifiable
in the images within the Pix4Dmapper ray cloud GCP editor. We first completed initial processing
using only the active thermal GCPs to increase the accuracy in automatic detection of the additional
GCPs, then marked the additional passive GCPs. Additionally, we collected RGB imagery using the
senseFly S.O.D.A. camera to create an orthomosaic using both the on-board RTK for the eBee and
the same number (and locations) of GCPs and check points used in the thermal imagery processing.
Both RGB and thermal imagery were processed using Pix4Dmapper (V. 4.1.25; Pix4D S.A., 2019),
referred to hereafter as Pix4D. All post-processing spatial and temperature accuracy assessments were
performed in ArcMap (V. 10.7; ESRI, 2011).

thermometer measures temperatures from −50 °C to 650 °C with 0.1 °C temperature resolution.
Temperature points were collected 2 m to the west of the thermal GCP. We did not directly measure
the GCP target, given that the ice represents an extreme difference from ambient temperatures. For
each temperature point, we collected three measurements, which were subsequently averaged. We
compared
a
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1 m buffer around the RTK point where the temperature was collected.
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−50 ◦ C to 650 ◦ C with 0.1 ◦ C temperature resolution. Temperature points were collected 2 m to the
west
the thermal
GCP. We did not directly measure the GCP target, given that the ice represents
2. .4. of
Disturbance
Measurements
an extreme difference from ambient temperatures. For each temperature point, we collected three
We monitored disturbance to beach-nesting birds using continuous behavioral observations for
measurements, which were subsequently averaged. We compared this ground reference average to
Flights 1 through 5. Specifically, 2–4 researchers positioned themselves around the perimeter of the
the average temperature in the thermoMap data within a 1 m buffer around the RTK point where the
temperature was collected.
A total of three initial test flights were conducted before a satisfactory response from least tern
and other beach-nesting bird species was observed, though observations were continued until Flight
5. Within the context of this study, we define a satisfactory response as one that includes minimal
to no flushing. All flights and observations were conducted with permission of the North Carolina
Wildlife Resources Commission (permit #18-ES00497), Audubon North Carolina, and UNCW IACUC
(permit #A1617-010). Field studies were conducted under the supervision of an avian biologist from
Audubon North Carolina, who assisted with behavioral monitoring and flight planning to ensure
minimization of disturbance to the birds. We describe specifics of weather conditions, flight missions,
and UAV modification in the Results section alongside the observed responses of nesting shorebirds as
we believe this information is best interpreted when considered simultaneously.
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2.4. Disturbance Measurements
We monitored disturbance to beach-nesting birds using continuous behavioral observations for
Flights 1 through 5. Specifically, 2–4 researchers positioned themselves around the perimeter of the
nesting area before the UAV was launched. The observers continuously recorded the activities of
birds throughout the flights, including launch, ascent, transects, descent, and landing. The observers
recorded the approximate number of each bird species in the nesting area that responded to the UAV.
Observers remained in contact with two-way radios. If more than 10% of the birds flushed, the UAV
was returned to the launch location and flight mission parameters reassessed before the next launch.
Following a flight with observed disturbance, the UAV was not launched again on the same day.
2.5. RGB and Thermal Imagery Processing
RGB imagery was processed to generate a visual reference for the study area and the location of
nests within the colony. RGB imagery from Flights 3 and 4 were processed using a modified Pix4D
3D Maps template with the inclusion of three commercial GCP targets (Figure 4), seven additional
GCPs at fence post locations, and 40 checkpoints at fence post locations in the processing workflow
to increase imagery location accuracy and accurately reference the spatial location of bird nests.
This software utilizes a structure-from-motion workflow to reconstruct three-dimensional surfaces
from still images [58]. We used the default keypoint image scale for initial feature extraction and
matching to full image scale to ensure there was no reduction in final orthomosaic resolution. We also
used the alternative calibration method for imagery calibration based on camera parameters, which is
optimized for nadir images with accurate geolocation and low texture content, such as a sandy beach.
The default image scale for point cloud densification is half (1/2) image size, which was also not
modified. The primary output created from processing the RGB imagery was the orthomosaic, which is
obtained from the digital surface model (DSM) and corrected for perspective, with the RGB value of an
individual pixel being calculated as an average of the pixels in the corresponding original images [59].
Thermal imagery was processed using a modified Pix4D thermoMap template with the inclusion
of GCPs within the processing workflow to increase location accuracy of imagery. This template
uses full image scale and alternative calibration for computing image matches and generating the
sparse point cloud, and full keypoints image scale for densifying the point cloud. We have chosen to
utilize a large number of GCPs in the workflow to ensure high geolocation accuracy of the imagery
as previously discussed. We used a total of three active thermal GCPs, seven additional passive
GCPs, and 40 checkpoints. The initial processing was completed by first using the active thermal
GCPs to increase overall imagery alignment and autodetection of additional passive GCPs by Pix4D.
The primary output from the thermal processing workflow is the thermal index (essentially an
orthoimage where each pixel is characterized by the temperature value for that pixel). The thermal
index is computed from what Pix4D refers to as the reflectance map, which for thermal data is actually
an orthoimage of the raw values for thermal emittance. We computed the thermal index in ◦ C.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Observed Bird Colony Responses to UAV Flights
3.1.1. Flight 1
The first test flight was conducted in the morning on 8 May 2018 at 10:00 h when there was 100%
cloud cover in the sky (Table 2). During this first flight, no physical modifications were made to the
UAV (i.e., the coloration was the original black color of the eBee; Figure 3A). The flight occurred at a
height of 85 m above ground level (AGL) using the thermoMap sensor (Table 1). Flight transects were
oriented roughly east to west. Our launch location was situated approximately 350 m northeast of the
colony extent (Figure 2). The eBee was hand-launched facing away from the colony, ensuring its initial
ascent was not towards the colony. During Flight 1, the UAV made several east–west transects as it
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approached the tern colony from the launch location (Figure 2). This was due in part to the strong
crosswinds, which challenged the UAV’s ability to stay on track, causing it to make many unplanned
passes in order to hit the predetermined waypoints.
Table 2. Observed responses of nesting shorebirds to UAV flights.
Flight
Number

Date

Camouflage

Cloud
Cover (%)

Observed Response

Impact

1

8 May 2018

None (black)

100

Substantial flushing:
birds flew out in a semi-circle
over water and returned

Considerable
disturbance

2

22 May 2018

Dazzle

50

Substantial flushing:
birds flew out in a semi-circle
over water and returned

Considerable
disturbance

3

6 June 2018

Solid sky blue

0

No flushing

No disturbance

4

2 July 2018

Solid sky blue

0

No flushing

No disturbance

5

11 July 2018

Solid sky blue

0

No flushing

No disturbance

Birds showed no responses during approach or while the UAV flew over the northern edge of
the colony (Figure 2). We noted that the initial passes farther from the colony provided additional
time for the terns to assess the UAV as a potential non-threat. When the UAV flew directly over
the colony, individuals it passed directly above flushed. These included least terns, black skimmers,
and common terns. Black skimmers appeared to flush for the longest period, and least terns for the
shortest. Some incubating individuals (it was difficult to estimate a percentage) remained on nests,
and others flushed. It is likely that most of the non-incubating birds flushed. As the UAV approached
the interior of the colony, birds in that area were disturbed. Flights of interior birds appeared to disturb
other birds, causing colony-wide disturbance (i.e., flights). We hypothesize that the birds in the interior
of the colony were unable to see the UAV approach because of the low dunes surrounding that location,
and that this prevented the interior birds from assessing the UAV as a non-threat before it flew over
them. The apparent response to UAV overflights tended to be stronger during earlier passes, when,
typically, 100 or more birds would flush, up to half of which would fly beyond the colony boundaries
(Figure 1). Later passes of the UAV typically caused flushing in only a few dozen individuals, with very
few to no birds flying beyond the colony boundaries. Disturbance consisted of birds flying up from
the ground, circling over the nesting site, and then landing. Bird flights typically lasted less than 10 s.
Some birds flew out beyond the colony boundaries but returned in under 10 s. Birds flushed when
the UAV flew overhead and then settled soon after the UAV passed by. The non-colonial American
oystercatcher in the middle area of the colony stood in response to at least one over-pass but did not fly.
3.1.2. Flight 2
Flight 2 took place at midday on 22 May 2018 at approximately 13:00 h, which was a partially
sunny day with scattered cloud cover (Table 2). Modifications were made to the coloration of the UAV
using blue painter’s tape and sky-blue cardstock to create irregular lines and coloration across the
underside of the UAV (Figure 2B). This “dazzle camouflage” pattern served to break up the shape and
outline of the UAV so that it would be less likely to resemble a predatory bird. No modification was
made to the yellow fins on the underside of the eBee to ensure that components of the UAV remained
visible to observers. We conducted Flight 2 at 116 m AGL using the thermoMap sensor (Table 1);
we hypothesized that the increase in flight altitude from Flight 1 would help minimize disturbance to
the birds. Transects were oriented on a north–south axis, or approximately 90◦ from transect during
Flight 2 (Figure 2). This was done so that fewer passes would be made by the UAV over the colony and
therefore disturb the center of the colony less than during Flight 1. The UAV flight path began on the
western edge of the colony and moved in an overall eastward direction.
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It was immediately observed after launch that the UAV stood out against the white clouds.
Despite the modifications made to color (dazzle camouflage, Figure 3B), it appeared black, as in Flight 1.
It is likely that, because both flights took place on overcast days, the contrast between the UAV and
sky was higher and made the UAV more visible to the birds. The modification made to the flight
path caused the UAV to ascend directly from the launch location and fly over the northern edge of
the colony before starting the north-south transects (Figure 2). When the UAV flew over the colony,
most of the birds flushed immediately. They settled relatively quickly as the UAV turned to fly back
north. This initiated a regular sequence, where birds flushed on southbound passes and settled as the
UAV finished the southbound transect and headed north. Just as the birds settled, the UAV returned
south causing them to flush once again. On the last few transects, where the UAV was over the eastern
edge of the colony, many birds did not flush. It is unclear if this was because they ha habituated to the
UAV presence or if their position with clear view of the sky reduced startling. The birds showed no
responses as the UAV left the colony and descended to land.
3.1.3. Flights 3–5
We conducted Flights 3–5 at midday on clear, cloudless, sunny days between 12:00 and 14:00 h at
116 m AGL for the thermal flights and 119 m AGL for the RGB flights (Table 1). Specifically, Flight 3
occurred on 6 June 2018, Flight 4 on 2 July 2018, and Flight 5 on 11 July 2018. For these flights,
we completely covered the black underside of the eBee using blue painter’s tape and sky-blue cardstock
(Figure 3C). We then painted over the blue painter’s tape so it closely matched the color of the cardstock.
The intent with the use of the blue color was to camouflage the eBee so that it would blend in with the
sky as much as possible when observed from below. Again, no modification was made to the yellow
fins to ensure that the components of the UAV remained visible to observers. The flight plan was
slightly modified to begin passes at the waypoint closest to the launch location (Figure 2). This allowed
the UAV to make several passes outside the colony extent before passing over the colony, as it was
observed in Flight 2 that the direct ascent and initial pass over the colony caused high disturbance
and flushing.
During Flights 3–5, we observed no disturbance. The behavioral response to the UAV was less
intense than in response to observers walking through the colony. Birds were quiet or vocalized lightly
in response to the UAV. Behavioral response from the UAV appeared to be less intense than to other
forms of disturbance. Specifically, bird vocalizations in response to the UAV were quieter, and they
returned to their nest sites more quickly than in response to natural nest predators, including a gull
that we observed fly over the colony during one of the flights. We did not observe any gulls or other
avian predators entering the colony during the flights. There are multiple possibilities that exist to
explain the minimal behavioral responses of the birds to the UAV during Flights 3–5. First, the solid
sky-blue camouflage alone or in conjunction with the cloudless sky made the UAV less visible to birds,
where it was not perceived as a threat or predatory bird. Second, the additional flight time of the UAV
outside of the colony before entering the colony allowed the birds to assess the UAV from a distance
and were either able to interpret it as a non-threat or to habituate to its presence.
3.2. Discussion of Bird Behavioral Response
Previous studies provide mixed advice on optimal UAV launch locations, including launching
the UAV out of sight of the target species [60]. Launch sites only 50 m away will induce disturbance
reactions in some species [23], while in other species a minimum distance of 100 m was enough to
decrease disturbance [27]. Our launch location was situated far enough outside the colony to ensure
that it was not visible to birds, nor was the actual launch of the drone visible. However, it has been
suggested that allowing the birds to observe the launch of both fixed-wing and rotocopter UAVs may
aid them in assessing the UAV as a non-threat [61]. Additionally, it has been noted that the initial
approach of the UAV may not cause flushing if the approach is from a location visible to the target
species [60]. Our observations support this finding, in that there was less disturbance and flushing
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when the UAV was programmed to make additional passes further from the colony, such as in Flight 1
and Flights 3–5. During Flight 2, the specific flight path led to the UAV passing directly over the
colony following its ascent, leading to substantial disturbance and flushing. We therefore recommend
that UAV flight paths should allow the target bird species additional time to observe the UAV in
flight outside of the colony boundaries or habitat area, therefore allowing the UAV to be assessed as a
non-threat or allowing birds to habituate to its presence.
UAV flight altitude can influence bird behavioral response [60,61]. McEvoy et al. [60] found
that flying a fixed-wing UAV at 60 m and higher did not induce flushing in a variety of waterfowl if
the birds were approached from a visible location (i.e., parallel to the beach habitat). Alternatively,
Bierlich et al. [61] found that a fixed-wing UAV flying at 60 m did cause flushing in birds inhabiting beach
habitat, though birds returned quickly after making one flight. In addition, Bierlich et al. [61] point out
that they did not provide sufficient time for the birds to habituate to the presence of the UAV before the
approach. Our observations do not conclusively demonstrate whether or not increasing the UAV flight
altitude had any impact on bird behavior. During our study, the only time flight altitude was increased
was after Flight 1 at 85 m, with all other flights being conducted at 116–119 m (Table 1). During both
Flights 1 and 2, flown at different altitudes, birds demonstrated strong disturbance reactions. Flights 3,
4, and 5 resulted in no disturbance reaction from birds. Birds demonstrated very different behavioral
responses between Flight 2 and Flights 3–5 (all were flown at similar altitude); thus, we conclude that
behavioral reactions were likely influenced more by other factors such as cloud cover or specific UAV
flight path. Overall, we noticed the biggest reduction in bird disturbance occurred when flying on
cloudless days and when the UAV was camouflaged with solid sky blue. We hypothesize that the type
of camouflage used may be dependent on cloud cover, where camouflage that helps the UAV blend
into the sky will reduce or eliminate disturbance to the birds. The modifications made to our flights
resulted in less of a behavioral reaction than that of traditional methods such as physically entering the
nesting area. Our findings may not be transferrable to surveys using rotocopter-style UAVs.
3.3. Spatial and Temperature Accuracy Assessment for Thermal Imagery
In our assessment of spatial accuracy of thermal imagery collected with and without GCPs,
we observe that active thermal GCPs offer multiple benefits, including ease of detection during imagery
processing (Figure 4), as well as contribute to overall increases in spatial accuracy of UAV imagery
(Table 3). In imagery processed without GCPs, the actual location of the thermal GCPs varied by about
5 to 6 m horizontally (Figure 5). The average root-mean-square (RMS) error indicates localization
accuracy per GCP and mean errors in the three coordinate (X, Y, Z) directions. We compare the mean
RMS error of the checkpoints in imagery processed with and without GCPs (Table 3). Mean RMS error
for imagery without GCPs was 23.75 m, with about 12 m inaccuracy in both the X and Y components
and over 46.5 m inaccuracy in the Z component. In imagery processed with GCPs, the mean RMS
error for checkpoints was 0.59 m, with less than 0.2 m inaccuracy in the X and Y components and
about 1.4 m in the Z component. This indicates that the nest points could be drastically misplaced if
GCPs are not used, resulting in inaccurate relationships being established between nest location and
ground temperature, for example. Additionally, we observe that the direction of displacement is not
uniform between points (Figure 5), thus standard imagery registration and alignment techniques are
unlikely to improve the spatial accuracy of thermal imagery collected without GCPs. In addition to
inaccuracies in spatial location, we also observe a net difference of +0.73 cm in actual ground sample
distance between imagery processed with and without GCPs (Table 3), despite using the same imagery
processing parameters in Pix4D (the only difference being the inclusion or exclusion of GCPs). For both
products processed with and without GCPs, we observe differences in the expected GSD of 22.0 cm
(Table 3).
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Table 3. RGB and thermal imagery processing spatial accuracy assessment using Flight 4 imagery
(2 July 2018). Calibration percent represents the percentage of total images successfully matched and
calibrated with camera parameters and used in subsequent point cloud densification. Actual ground
sample distance (GSD) differed from a predicted GSD of 22.0 cm in thermal imagery (Table 1).
Mean root-mean-square (RMS) error represents the localization accuracy per GCP and mean errors in
the three coordinate (X, Y, Z) directions.
GCPs Used

Check
Points Used

Imagery
Calibration (%)

10
40
0
40
10 2020, 4, x FOR 40
Drones
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90
94
94

Actual
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Mean RMS Error
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2.74
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